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Professor Jean-Claude François Carrière born in sep. 19, 1931 in a 
village in the south of France, in the Hérault, he did classical studies that 
led him to the Ecole Normale Supérieure. After completing a Bachelor’s 
and Master’s degree and Ph.d in History and Literature, he abandons his 
pursuit of History for drawing and writing; still a student, he published his 
first novel. He is a French playwright, writer, screenwriter for the theatre 
and the cinema, director and actor, ‘encyclopaedist from the Lumiere 
brothers’ age’, as he himself remarks. In addition, he is a passionate 
collector of books. Jean-Claude Carrière has screen-written 135 films 
in the period from 1961 to 2012 and along that, he has also authored the 
world-famous ‘Dictionnaire de la Bêtise et des Erreurs de Judgement’. 
Carrière has written anumber of adapters too; "The Conference of the 
Birds or Speech of the Bird (Manṭiq-uṭ-Ṭayr)" "Tragedy of Carmen", 
"Mahabharata", etc. are among their most famous ones. The bitter humor, 
the absurdities of life, the suspicion, or a kind of suspicion of power, 
are among the characteristics of Carrière's works. He has translated with 
Mahin Tajadod and his wife, Nahal Tajadod, one hundred poems of the 
Divan Shams Tabriz of Mowlana, in French, published by Gallimard.

The name of Jean-Claude Carrie for his 50 years of writing for cinema 
and collaboration with Luis Buñuel Portolés, "The Discreet Charm of 
the Bourgeoisie" (winner of the Oscar for the best foreign film 1973), 
"Cyrano" scenario and "The Unbearable Lightness of Being" and "The 
Tin Drum " (Winner of the Golden Palme d'Or of The Cannes Festival, 
1979, and Oscar for Best Foreign Film 1980) was featured on the list 
of honorary Oscars. In 2009, he and Umberto Echo made an incredibly 
interesting talk about the book and published their conversations titled 
"This is Not the End of the Book" that the Persian translation of this book 
has been released. From the works of this famous writer, two plays of "La 
Terrasse" and "Le Circuit Ordinaire" have been performed in Iran, in the 
The City Theater of Tehran, whose translator, Asghar Noori and director 
of both were Mohammad Reza Khaki. The "Le Circuit Ordinaire" was 
again performed at the Iranshahr Theater, in the Samandrian Hall. 
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